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WEATHER

Good News
For
Modern Man

v o l.4 no. 9

ICI

ANO SNOW

IN PA I K I N O LOTS,
S K I H i l l BA KE

g ra n d v a llo y sta te co lleg e

f e b r u a r y 24, 1972

EN V IR O N M EN TA L DEATH in RAVIN ES
by Frank Boden miller
For ’J k second time in one
month the plant department has
not obliged the Environmental
Studies Institute's request for a
hearing on ravine erosion.
Ronald Ward, director of the
in s titu te ,
asked
Robert
Romkema, superintendent o f
physical plant department, to
attend a presentation of newly
/4 i n r m ; » m / i

fa rt*

m a s o n e w Haw

severe ravine erosion. The
presentation was to be given by
Nick Kokx, a Kistler R.A., on
February 4 about his recent
investigation of the ravine
dopes.
For reasons of inconvenience.

Romkema requested the meeting
be held at a later date. It was
then decided that on Friday,
February 18. Kokx would be
able to present his findings and
recommendations to the Plant
Department.
A few days before the 18th
Romkema notified Ward that be
would not be able to attend
again. Deciding that Romkema
iaivv bum msuffivKiii mniCt
change the date again the
meeting was still held. It was
Ward's opinion that “There art
others as knowledgeable as
Romkema
in
the
plant
departm ent."
On Friday Kokx gave hit

presentation to a number of
professors, members of the
Institute, a number o f students,
and
Harold
Kolenbrander,
assistant of the President. No
ooe from the plant department
attended.
K oki began his investigation
in December after Kistler
residents complained of a
“ roaring noise'' at night. Nick
Hie* wlvm TOSjisS
yy
caused from water cascading
down the ravine dopes.
Apparently this water came
from an 18 inch cement pipe
that serves as a drainage for
three to four acres of land
surround mg the dorms and

The* with exposed root system caused by drainage erosion. Tbit tree wiU probably collapse during
spring.
»

T.J.C. TO INHERIT SEIDMAN
The
Space
Allocation
Committee has slated the
Sesdman House lounge and pit
area for conversion to class room
and office space for students and
faculty of Thomas Jefferson
College. However, the loss o f the
lounge apace will he for only one
year as with the completion of
the proposed student center,
student lounge area will greatly
Also at that tame the c o d e *

the Student Center is being built
on a self-paying basis so the
money could be obtained
through loans falser
fr s s
the state The profit from the
C e n te r 's
c a fe te ria s
and
Bookstore will then pay-off the
low interest loans.
Other alterations piatmed by
the committee indode the
moving o f the Mansion G aiety
to a room to be crca*ed out of
the pm e a t rial be*ween the
G aiety and tape atea. The
peeaeat G dksy wdl then he
far new
C A S . professors. The room

immediately neat to the present
Gallery (30! I will be made into
offices for the E.T.V. ^ s f f
nana- increase in student
icnt to an expected 5007
Wffl HUike the addition of 500
more pwiring T**** necessary.
The n r w lot, to be located near
42-d Awe. w * be x sd d y
Ae to the Fine Aits
Abo W on the committee's
HA of pnodkies is the fin * W
the
Fiddhonse
and the
roanw rtiia of a scar fcothafl
field.

Hatiaps CreateGtnap UNITY

p a rk in g
lo ts .
To
his
approximation when rain is
falling at the rate of 0.03 of a
foot per hour, the drainage from
the parking lot is 2900 galons
per hour.
This 2900 gallons o f water
per hour tumbling down the
sides of the ravine produces the
roaring
noise
that
was
complained about.
Conimuing his in n s ih iiiu n ,
Nick noticed that this rushing
flow of drainage is causing
extreme cases of erosion. This
erosion is also causing severe
destabilization of the ravine
system.
The destabilization occurs
when the cascading water tears
the soil from tree and other
plant roots. Once the soil is tom
from the roots the plant life
loses its stability and collapses.
Once the bottom of the ravine is
without
plant
stabilization,
erosion is then free to creep up
the sides of the ravine, much like
a line of dominos.
Kokx asserted that over a
p e rio d
of
tim e
th is
destabilization may possibly
cause the ravine to lose its eatirt
stability and regress back to the
«... . . . .a m
threatening the very stability of
Kistler House, Robinson House,
and Copeland House which are
built on the ravines rim.
It
w as
Kokx's
tw M saassdsS os
ruat
the
existing drainage system be
corrected immediately and that
action be taken to prevent
further erosion, by correcting
existing damage and planting
trees.
In relation to the drainage
system he recommended that
either the drain be re-routed
west away from the ravines.
Another possAflity would be to
extend the drainage ptpe down
into the ravines where the grade
low enough to handle running
water He stated however, that
the pipe would probably have to
extend approximately 1000 feet.
In a memorandum to Kokx.
Romkema noted H at the plant

department does have a policy
for correcting past installations
and one for prevention of future
iioU iliuon problems. He abo
said that there are other
solutions other than those
suggested by Mr. Kokx. He also
promised to work the problem
into
an
existing
priority
schedule.
No one at the meeting Friday
knew wiiai ihe policies were nor
what other solutions existed.
There was comment as to the
apparent non-utilization of these
policies and solutions.
Kokx noted that the plant
department did attempt to
correct the situation once by
pouring cement down the slope
of the ravine. However, the soil
underneath the slab of cement
emded
D r.
B ajem a.
Biology
professor, also noted that the
plant department has a policy of
“ trimming” the edges of the
ravine of smaller plant life
including shrubs and trees. He
added that when the wood is
wet the plan! department bums
the “ trimmings” with rubber
tries.
Members of the science
- Imw
wy i r t i i
several
times
that
the
“trimmings” and burnings be
stopped but to no avail. Don
HaO was told by the plant
d e p a r tm e n t,
‘‘We
need
something for our men to do.”
Those attending the Friday
meeting requested a feasibility
study o f the ravine system in its
relation to future and present
construction be taken. An
E n v iro n m e n ta l
Im p a c t
rnm niisnnn to review building
s p e c ific a tio n s ,
esp e c ially
drainage systems, was abo
recommended.
Meanwhile, Nick Kokx is
going to give Pomkema a
personal presentation this week
in hopes o f some action being
In the words o f Mr. Ward,
“Something has to be done or
w e'B
be
recycling
our

PM* two

LETTERS to the ED ITO R
CAS,TJC,GOD,etc„
Dear Sir:
M is Cullininc's recent article
about T J.C . and its apathy,
elitism, etc. left me with a bad
taste in my mouth, both as a
trained social psychologist. I
would like to respond as the
latter.
in my mind T J.C .’s forte is
not community but rather
freedom, individual freedom for
both student and faculty. It is
place
where
a
person’s
indiciduality is respected. In
such an atmosphere of “doing
your own thing,** community is
often harder to evolve than is
normally the case. To expect
330 individuals to function as
one large, happy group is naive.
Given this fact and the task of
creating an interacting unit
without destroying the selves or
individuality of anyone in the
process. I think TJC has done a
admirable job as a learning
experience for its participants.
T J.C . is not a static
phenomenon but has been in a
constant state of change since its
beginning. The one constant
which has evolved unchanged has
been the freedom to learn.
Those who have complained that
T J.C . is not what it used to be,
are correct. It is attempting to
meet a wider variety or needs for
a larger group of people.
Because of TJ.C.*s large
number o f learning alternatives
available, it becomes almost a
projective test for all those
involved, both students and
faculty alike. When someone is
dissatisfied in such a system, he
should perhaps look inward and
reactions for
than blaming
itself.
My field of expertise within
the area of social psychology is
prejudice and race relations.
L 'p u u w i l l i n g l u G V S C , I w v
struck by the parallels existing
between CAS-TJC relations and
the interracial conflicts occuring
in most communities. The
TJCCAS combatants (students,
faculty and administrators alike)
have developed their own
p re ju d ic e s ,
s te r e o ty p e s ,
antipathies, and discriminatory
practices for the other group.
The reader need only explore his
own attitudes, behaviors and
experiments to verify this
statement.
A
typical
dynamic
of
prejudice is to take a situation,
group, etc. and perceptually
distort it to fit into one’s own
stereotypes and biases. This is
typically based on limited and
selected information, it struck
me that Mas Cullinane*s analysis
o f TIC was to some extent based
on such distortion and bias.
I am particularly irked when
a student newspaper, supposedly
of
purveyor
a
neutral
in
any
way
stereotypes and

Mas Cullinane complained of
TIC clannishness and elitism.
When any group is attacked
from the outside, it becomes
c o h e siv e ,
in -g ro u p
and
elistist-appearing for its own
safety. Perhaps what she is
reacting against is to some
extent a realistic reaction to a
h o s tile
environment.
an
environment perpetuated by
articles such as Miss Cullinane s.
Jerry Diller, Ph.D
Thomas Jefferson College
Dear Doctor Diller:
_... r# .viivta
. . __a. W ;vr»rMiaavis
umreJl
a title f When it refers to one o f
the society o f incom petent
renders who pounces on a
partially digested article, the
response must needs be yes.
Thus both as a CAS student and
as a Lon thorn reporter / would
like to com m ent on your
comments.
As
a
“trained
social
psychologist ” why do you react
so bitterly to an analytical
article? Your first complaint
concerns m y discussion on
com m unity. In your m ind TJC
should emphasise individual
freedom not a tum m ufU iy spirit.
/ noted in the February issue o f
the Bull Frog Pond an article
( “A Course on Com munity ’’)
bearing your by-line along with
R on
E fr o n 's .
H ow ever
paradoxical it may seem, the
article
described a course
offering called “C om m unity. ” I
would now like to quote from
opinion on the problem at hatti
“I f no one tries to establish
com m unity, it will never occur.
I f the TJC students and sta ff
d o n ’t work for com m unity, we
will probably lose the good
aspects u f C o m m u n ity h ere... i f
we don V work at com m unity we
w on’t get lucky and fin d o n e...If
we do try to establish more o f a
sense o f com m unity, we may
succeed or we may fail. ” It
appears that some o f us should
get our ideas, opinions, and
reactions situated.
Forgive m e fo r attacking TJC
as Cod, without flaw, without
blame. Do you really feel so
s tr o n g ly
about
T J C ’s
insurmountable perfection to
say that any dissatisfied student
“should perhaps look inward
and explore his own needs and
rea t .io n s ? ”
Is
your
Establishment
incapable
of
failing a student ?
Relytng on your field o f
expertise, you accuse m e o f
furthering a TJC-CAS alienation.
In your estimation I forced my
" p r e ju d ic e s .
ste re o ty p e s,
antipathies, and discrim inating"
on the unsuspecting reader
What / stated on this point was
nothing more than fa ct and as a
trained social psychologist, you
m ust realize that the best way to

Weg1
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eliminate biases is to bring them
to the surface. You also seem to
dislike by allustion to TJC’s
“elitism . ” On this point. / would
like to refer again to your
com m unity article in the Bull
Frog Pond. ‘T he students and
faculty short a common identity
as members o f the College (often
even a feeling o f snobbery
because o f this identity I. ” This
sounds like elitism. On this
m atter you particularly attack
me as CAS student. Consider,
Doctor, that no one could ever
possibly accuse a CAS student o f
"snobbery" in relation to their
college. How can you believe
that the fault o f the conflict lies
with CAS? I refer to your
closing statem ent: “When any
group is attacked from the
outside, it becomes cohesive,
in-group, and elitist-appearing
fo r its own safety. ” Do you
think that TJC students bear no
biases.
no
prejudices.
no
antipathies? Do you think that
CAS as a unit has never been
attacked? Perhaps what you are
reacting against is to some
exten t a realistic reaction to a
h o s tile
environm ent,
an
environm ent perpetuated by
letters such as your own.

know little about newspaper
writing. One night soon, you
should aO sit down and seriously
engross yourselves in a textbook
o f basic high school journalism.
David Almond could use some
pointers in creative writing, rince
it appears that this is not one of
his stronger fields. And someone
should inform the author o f the
article “ Library has Leonard
Now** that,
although our
educational achievements have
greatly advanced in the past
century, as far as I know, no one
has yet to teach a library how to
talk.
The Lanthorn at this point is
a good example of bad
journalism, and for inexcusable
reasons. With a little instruction,
perhaps your poorer writers
could team how to o q s siK an
article and use our language as is
appropriate for any person on a
newspaper staff. It is a shame
that CAS does not have a
journalism
department,
but
perhaps we will witness one
incorporated in the near future.
I do not expect to see this
letter in print, since the
Lanthorn staff is so quick to
criticize others that it most
likely is Mind to its own faults.
But
if
you
decide that
Composition 100 is in order for
some of your writers, let me
recommend that they enroll in
Professor Zorn berg's dess this
Spring. Like myself, he is not
afraid to Muntly speak out
■gainst those who mutilate our
Engluh language.

Judith Niles
Assistant Professor of French

To the Editor;
I would like to point out an
erroneous statement made in the
L a n th o rn ,
regarding
the
appearance of Piaget on the
GVSC campus.
In the article you stated,
"A lthough
he
is
from
Switzerland and only speaks
French...’*. This statement is
incorrect. Piaget does, in fact,
speak English, and will do so at
GVSC on a conversational kvel
to
students
and
faculty
attending the Piaget lecture
series.
Because he has to use explicit
terms, he will lecture in French,
with an interpretor well-versed
in the explicit nature of the
English lexicon.
The interpretor present with
Piaget
will
be
Eleanor
Duckworth, o f Halifax, Nova
Katherine Graham Jvuus.
a ; If anything in the lectures is
not dear, 1 am sure Piaget will
take the time to explain the
point of question in Englhh if
the time is available.

Barbara J. Cullinane Student
College o f A rts and Sciences

hi
aefense
lest Hi fer- of the
§st Ssr
Mmest
Since registration for Spring
dames is presently under way,
the time is right for me to
suggest that every member o f
the Lanthorn staff enroll in
English 100: basic Composition.
I made the m j j i c o f ykkiag
up the last issue (Feb. 10, 1972)
and, pen in hand, attempting to
amend the abuse your staff
lavished upon the English
language. But, alas, the project
was to monstrous as to force me
to abandon it. I could not read
the newsprint under all my
corrections.
It is unfortunate that euch
article is not headed with the
name o f the illiterate imbecile
who wrote it. The fault, though,
does not rest on the creator
alone. When sentences such as
“ Walking past rows of idle can,
the wind gusts blowing snow
deeply into his ear’* (A Day in
the Life) flash across the editor's
desk unchanges, it is s a d
reflection on the man who is
supposedly setting a good
example for his staff. Since
when does the wind walk?
Poor sentence structure is not
the only common fault in the
L anthorn,
since
coherent
organization
is
completely
lacking in many o f the articles.
It seems that some o f your staff

always enters into my decisions
on any textbook choices. If
paperback books are available, 1
choose them. I try to keep the
totakost of books for a course
from being prohibitive. And I
know this is true of certain of
my colleagues. I hope we're not
in the minority.

Dear Sir:
I would like to elaborate on
some of the comments in your
article re course costs (February
10, 1972). For instance: “ it «
inicivciing to note that some
professors are building personal
libraries from free samples
from...publishing companies.”
This is certainly true to some
extent, but k t me point out that
this “ personal library” usually
serves as a reference source for
preparing counes, and I myself,
for example, often lend these
books to those rare - students
who ask for suppkmentary
information. I would never sell
these books to students, though
I know there are faculty
members who do so. The
professor (you should pardon
the
term)
from
Western
Michigan University who went
globetrotting on the proceeds
from his rummage sales has
indulged in a most unethical
practice. I rather suspect,
though.
that
the
Abfcie
Hoffmans o f the world would
consider him a hero.
In regard to whimsical
selection o f textbooks without
regard to cost for students: I
hope it is the exception. This
w il l

XXj ?

Vo u \
J

Dirk Bruinsma, Member
Synoptic Task Force

T lif !lu
••• H H
To the Editor:
Boy is our face red! In our
last issue, the Lanthorn reported
that the new Campus Police
Vehicle, a blue Chevrokt van,
was designed as a paddy wagon
for carrying off violators in
“ instances of mob action.'* it
turns out that we goofed. The
use of the vsn will be more
directly related to epileptic
seizures
than
to
building
seizures, since it is really
deagned
to
serve as an
ambulance.
Our mistake came to light last
week when a chemistry student
accidentally inhaled the fumes
of the nerve gas he was creating
in Loutti! Hall. A campus police
officer,
having
read
the
Lanthorn Story, hauled the
student to the Ottawa County
Jail where the young man died
four hours later.
We regret any inconvenience
that our mistake may have
caused anyone.
Kenny Dove
TrfOU*\
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Tfts Esnsclous Consennrtiwis

American Television
Ignores British Night
In Northern Irefond

Primaries:not Just
Petty PartyPolitics
cV

#

Paul D. Wisniewski. Paul L Mitchell, Dennis P. Manko
We Conscious Conservatives have in the past been
accused o f being a bit one sided in our articles. Gran ted, we
have been biased but we have always labeled our work as
editorial comment and hair not tried to pass it o ff as a
straight news article meant to inform the public o f the
news. We cannot say as much fo r our professional
counterparts o f the T. V. networks. I f you think we arc
bad. direct your angry gazes to the*e so-tailed upholders o f
justice. They have supported liberal thought for so long
that they have forgotten what truth actually is. Agnew is
not wrong.
The most recent example o f this blatant discrepancy in
T. V. journalism is the networks coverage o f the insurgency
in Mori hern Ireland. Aside from one special “Suffer the
Little Children " the Protestant and British side o f the issue
has been dwelled in minimally. The Irish and the Northern
Irish Catholics, on the other hand have been glorified by
Cron kite. Chancellor and their junior partners in crime.
The I.R.A. has been presented to the American public
as saints. The sensationalists fi.e. newsmen) have ignored
the British side almost completely, as any conservative
voice is considered dull and unnewsworthy. The very
system under which these newsmen labour. Democracy,
affords the power io ihe majority ( which when you stop
to consider is infinitely better than power to the minority.
Hitler. Lenin and Mussolini were minorities). The majority
in Northern Ireland consider themselves to be British. A
fact which the Gaelic drunkards do not acknowledge. But
then one o f the prerequisites for martyrdom is to shut out
any influences that might endanger ihai martyrdom. I f the
' unite their island then we say to them invade.
^onTTTy.frrovg m ai yptt are c&paBI*of m e vWditPyou
spend all your time singing about. We caution you,
however, to be careful. I f it takes you a day and a half to
capture and destroy an unoccupied British Embassy
building then it may take longer to capture an occupied
peninsular. It will cost you far more than thirteen deaths
and i f you cry about thirteen deaths you may go into
uncontrollable shock when faced with real war casualty
figures.
That. America, is what you should know. D on’t trick
yourselves into being taken it: by Kennedy who not only
burns his bridges but also drives o f f them. We have no
business in Ireland and i f our newsmen would like us to be
aware o f the situation then they should present both sides
o f the issue. I f they do not wish to do this then they
should label their newscasts as editorials. Have the
memories o f America become so short that our journalists
have to support a nation which vocally supported Nazi
Germany, and ignore Britain? The oniy European country
to show any real resistance to Hitler? Irish valor was
virtually unknown then.

%

The Dade's Bog

QUESTION: I have heard
that
some
people
with
beautifully white teeth keep
them that way by occasional
brushing with a household
cleanser (scouring powder) such
as Comet or Ajax. I would think
that other than the abrasion
problem, the chemical used in
these products would tend to
irritate the sensitive tissues in
the mouth. Is this a dangerous
practice?
ANSWER: The very thin. h«rd.
dense layer that covers your
teeth, commonly referred to as
enamel, was never intended to
withstand the same type of
abuse as a kitchen sink. This
layer is so susceptible to
abrasion that many dentists
consider some of the super
whitening toothpastes on the
market too abrasive. Using a
household cleanser is definitely
not recommended. As you also
point out, there are a variety of
chemicals in most cleansers,
including bleaches, that could be
irrating to the oral mucous
membranes.
QUESTION: My boyfriend and
i have been living together now
pi mill—>- > >Kiw
we went together for over a
year. !n all Ih e time wc went
together, I never noticed an
annoying habit of his until we
started living together. He is
constantly picking his nose. He
never does this in front of
people when they are at our
spsrfment or when wc arc out ui
public, but he docs it often in
front of me. I find this very
embarrassing and would like to
know why a person does this
and how the habit can be
broken.
ANSWER: Human beings seem
to have a big thing about holes
in their body, what is put into
these holes and what comes out
of them. Men and women of
v ary in g
age,
educational
background and socioeconomic
status arc plagued by the
accumulation of dried mucus
and other debris in the lower
end of their noses. From the
time psychomotor skills deveiop
to a sufficient level in late
infancy or early childhood,
human beings universally use an
appropriately sized digit to
remove such debris.
Some people pick their noses
to an excessive degree beyond
what appears to serve any useful
purpose.
a
burst
of
I The LANTH O RN b the student newspaper o f Grand conceptual In creativity,
some
\Valley State College. The opinions expressed in the students of human behavior have
nthotn are solely those o f the sta ff or o f signed labeled such excessive nose
manipulating a form of symbolic
itributors. A ll correspondence or inquiry should be masturbation.
I think a simpler
view might be that it is a
ected to LANTHORN. / 7 LSH. GVSC.
localized form of “the more you
| EDITOR: Paul Johnston
itch, the more you scratch, the
more you itch” phenomenon
ASSISTANT EDITOR: Barbara Cull inane
and
it is fed into by anxiety.
BUSINESS MANAGER: John Stuthers
Your boyfriend seems to have
PRODUCTION MANAGER: Bruce Ladewski
the situation under pretty good
control if be never docs it when
OFFICE STAFF: Jeannette Wright. Vonnie Miedema
he is in public or white there are
PHOTOGRAPHER: Ken Schcpers
guests at your place. One o f the
ARTIST: Rick Brunson
difficult things people have to
get used to nrhen they live with
SPORTS: Bill Jerow. Rich Nefl
is being frank about
CAMPUS ACTIVITES: C .J .C zm d k
that
make
them
REPORTERS: Barbara Beaton. Manli Arnold. Paul
fottaUe. I'm not aura
why you air emberramed to
Mitchell, David Almond. Frank BodenmiBer
tbit matter with him. He
| CONTRIBUTORS: Jeff Brown. Nick Kokx. Dave
probably be n o n than
r. Kenny Dove
to accomodate you by
oaa ia primic.

UMIHORIl

By David Almond

A Presidential Primary is all but law in the state of
Michigan. The Primary will probably be held in the middle
of May. If your dreaming of casting the deciding vote
between Muskie or McGovern, don't let the important
reality of the opportunity escape you. If one seeks change
in the politics of this country, the May primary is the place
to start. In addition to the main attraction of the
Presidential Primary, there will appear on the ballot names
of people somewhat less famous than those of the
Presidential hopefuls. These are candidates for precint
delegates, or delegates to the county contion or whatever
you may know them as these people are elected, one from
each election precinct, and represent our most likely
vehicle for change in the American political machinery.
These people, once elected, elect at county conventions
representatives to the state convention who elect
representatives to the national convention, who not only
choose presidential candidates but also decide questions
about party procedure and policies.
Before you ignore this part of the primary ballot as
petty party politics in which you wouldn’t lower yourself
to participate, understand the consequences of such
action.
The
people
who
consider
themselves
“ independents” are the bread and butter of “machine
politicians.” Because only by partaking of the primary can
we hope to have a real say in who runs for office rather
than the present exercise is futilely of voting on who will

». • • .»/**
n u ia o il ice.

It is fairly obvious that Ottawa County (or West
Michigan for that matter) can not be considered a strong
hold of the Democratic party from which to start a reform
movement. But the fact that this is Republican territory
makes it the ideal starting point. Because, where oneparty
is dominant the other is accordingly weak, there by
making a take over of the weak party (ie; Democratic) a
•" •♦ w r o f « k m ftfw l o f f>*of»lo v o tin g fo r th o sa m e p a rso n .

So cotne primary day, we could easily elect several
precinct delegates (two from Aiiendale, others from
Georgetown, Talmage and Blendon) and at least send them
to the county convention holding some measure of power
over who is the county delegate. Though this may seem a
feeble effort, if other college areas can do the Same, we
could start a strong organization within the state.
Some may have objections to the time and effort
involved in this grass roots operation, but it is our best
alternative in view of the failure of 1968 attempts at
starting on the national level. However, before any results
from even this operation we must increase voting
registration to insure victory at the polls. Until a
perspective voter has registered, he may not even sign the
necessary petitions to have a candidate's name placed on
the ballot. So the fate of any reform plan falls on those
who cast their individual ballots. If you want change, you •
must register.

page four

CAS* Divided They Stand...
by Paul L. Mitchell

and that is their sole aim and
they are not interested in what
In the last few issues the C.A.S. is, in fact they couldn't
problemi, goals and identities of care less. They are interested,
William James College and however, in some questions
Thomas Jefferson College have arising at the moment, about the
been discussed at length. It was C.A.S. structure which concerns
then decided to tackle the them personally.
On the question of the
C.A.S. story. Since C.A.S. is
something of an enigma, being retention
or
abolition
of
the largest and most conservative foundation courses I received a
college on campus and since few variety of answers. On the
people
can
define C.A.S. retention side Charles Picard a
without thinking in terms of senior and English mtjor had
Grand Valley State College, I this to say: "I'm for them. I feel
decided to tackle the assignment I have gotten a lot of basic
by simply asking the students knowledge; things I didn't know
Maria
Pulaski,
a
their
opinions
on
certain, before"
problems which are uniquely of sophomore was less enthusiastic:
C.A.S. and other problems that “One should have a well
are relevant to the entire college rounded education but they
make it so difficult." “ They"
community.
presumably are the various
Although there have been
complaints of
a
divided
instructors
of
foundation
community in T.J.C. and a courses. There was more support
purposeless community
in
for the abolition of these
W.J.C. both of these colleges courses. Martin Trimble a
present a far tidier picture than sophomore ied the assault “I’m
does the Colleges of Arts and all for abolition. Most of them
Science.
There
is nothing are absurd and do not relate to
particularly striking
about
anything that is relevent in
C.A.S. Indeed most of the American Society.” A T.J.C.
students i talked to felt little student, Dennis Manko, who is
personal attachment to the not affected by foundation
college. Whereas T.J.C. and courses said “They should be
W.J.C. are located in their own abolished.
Any
foundations
buildings C.A.S. sprawls over the should be required in High
entire campus. Consequently the School under a college prep
various departments must take program." Dave Vanderschuur, a
up the identity slack. This, in junior studying Theatre, came
itself, tends to destroy unity, out in favour of abolition also
but when you couple this with with a very emphatic “yes ”
the fact that the different
Another
problem
which
departments cannot see eye to seems to plague every student in
eye, the result is disastrous. C.A.S. who is pursuing a B.A.
Many C.A.S. students feel that program is that of the 20 hour
they are here for an education
O faU tiM

students I talked to only one
agreed with the preaent system.
Don Coniglia a theatre student
in his senior year reasoned that
" ......** ** important for a liberal
arts education." His voice
however was like one crying in
the
wilderness.
The
only
viewpoint that came dose to his
was that of Vanderschuur who,
though
agreeing
with the
re q u ire m e n t
had
some
reservations about its operation,
“ Keep the language requirement
but allow the students to take
combinations
of
languages
within the four term system."
Chris Dancisak, a political
science major, who is not
affected
by
the
language
department said that “It should
be left up to the students."
Charles Picard, who is very much
affected by the requirement said
“ I am a senior for the second
year in a row and 111 be back
next year. Because of my m^jor
I have to have a B.A. and
subsequently I have to take a
language. Since I will never use
this language I feel that it is
pointless." Manko thought that
Fine Arts majors should not
have to fulfill the requirement
while Trimble merely said
"Abolish it.” Whatever the
arguments, for or against, the
language requirement is far from
popular and has caused many a
good grade point average to take
a sudden dip. The general
concensus is that if it remains
then something should be done
to make it more attractive.
In this age of unemployment
and flagging spirits the question
of coll— In s r iii oooms to Um
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fore. Are our liberal arts colleges
preparing their students for a
w o rth w h ile
career
after
graduation? I put the question
of whether C.A.S. is preparing
the individual for a career to the
rtudertr. “V*s | do," stated
Charles Picard, “ I am an English
major plus I have 70 credits in
Music and I plan on going into
advertising. I feel I am getting
what I need here." David
Vanderschuur on the other hand
didn't think so. "No, I think it's
just giving me a good liberal
background." That’s a lot of
money for a liberal background.
Obviously most students do feel
that they will benefit financially
from a college education but I
think that the question is a valid
one and one that is receiving
more and more attention every
year.
With Grand Valley having the
multi-college system it would
seem appropriate to find out
what C.A.S. students think of

their chances of better education
in the other colleges. For Chris
Dancisak the answer was easy
"N o, I know nothing about
W.J.C., but T.J.C. is too much of
an easy way out." Picard had
other reasons for his negative
response. "No, ! don’t fee! I
could. I think that if I didn't
know what I wanted to be it
might be a good college to be in
so that I could see what they
had to offer and then transfer to
C.A.S." Both Vanderschuur and
Trimble answered “N o" and left
it at that.
On the question of campus
unity there was no doubt that
th e
s tu d e n ts
felt
an
extraordinary lack of it at Grand
Valley.
Such
words
as
“ com m uter" and "clique" were
used often in answers but the
moat striking answer of ail was
made by Dennis Manko. When
asked
about
unity Manko
laughed
and
laughed
and
laughed.

Parking loti Fill Up,
fir Ga
By Barbara Beaton
The price you pay to park
A Task Force has been
you car on campus will probably formed to study the situation. It
be high enough next year to is made up of representatives
cause you to join a car pool or from all three colleges and has
hitch-hike.
met once so far.
The ideal parking situation is
Several alternatives to a new
to have one parking space for parking lot were discussed,
every two students enrolled in among them, bussing students
the college. The enrollment from Grand Rapids, encouraging
expectations for next
fall car pools, electronic gates
indicate that: A. A new parking rw iuiriiu an M orbiiM l mum of
to? must be built or, B. People money to open them (when the
must stop driving their cars to exorbitant sum of money it
school.
costs to install these gates was
"Well," you say emphatically, discovered, Lee Kaufman, a TJC
“build the damn parking lot and Tutor and also a member of the
be done with it!" That sounds Task Force, suggested mMuiiing
like an easy enough solution but a work-study student with a shot
\ V* . —- .1
a. J aL.a _
parking
lots
c o s t £«...
U a s /, i i w « o o t a u s u ^ v a t v u i m u a
money-approximately S275 per tax be levied on all of the
space, which means to add 500 students for parking, regardless
spaces would cost $137,000 and of whether they drive a car, and
the state legislature seems to then lighten the tax for those
have better things to do than who ride in a car pool.
hand out money for parking
A survey was taken at all the
lots. Thus, the new lots (if any) Michigan state-supported schools
must be paid for out of
the on their parking procedures. It
funds (if any) built up from was discovered that the charge
previous parking sticker and for parking is as low as $3.00 per
ticket fees.
year at Northern Michigan
“Well,” you say emphatically, University and GVSC, and as
“take the damn money and high as S I0.00 per month at
build the damn parking lot and Michigan Tech.
be done with it!” Another easy
In all, the plans for solving
solution, if only there WAS any the parking problem are not
money left from sticker and quite stable and any feasible
ticket fees. There isn’t. It was solutions would surely be
spent on the parking lots that welcomed by the Task Force.
'
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cl o s s i f i e d Is ’
(O u iified ads will be ran free for anyone who is a member o f the
G.V.5.C. community or who wishes to teach the G.V.SC
community.)
For Sale: 1960 International
Harvester truck. New engine, Students interested in going ru
w tires. Great N.Y.
for
the
National
mechanical condition but needs C onvention
for
Plannbw
some body work. Call Mike at Election Year Strategy with the
454-3744
Stndeat
M ob ilization
For Sale: 1969 Triumph GT6+.
- honld contact Jeff
Mne/black interior, low
at 363-7493 b y ,
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‘Southern M in" is here
again with “ Alabama." Although
this one isn’t as inclined to give
you a headache after a hard day

Harvest
Neil Young
MS 2032

Everything else on the album
h
more
or
lest equally
o u ts ta n d in g ,
w ith
two
unfortunate exceptions. Two
songs are backed by the London
Symphony Orchestra and are
completely out of place here.
Their lushness and booming
kettle drums and sweeping
crescendoes are horribly, terribly
wrong in the context of the
album.
Sometimes,
though,
when I’m not careful, I find
m ysdf kind of liking them.
In conclusion, I’d just like to
point out that a friend of mine
■ho scraped together some
money but he went to the store
and bought some other album
instead of Harvesst, and he was
tut by a bus on the way home.
by Kenny Dove

Every two weeks for eight
months, a new Rolling Stone
appeared in my mailbox. I
pulled it out, flipped quickly to
the Random Notes, and scanned
for the magic words, Neil
Vnnno Akstit*
nfhar Mma
some note or other described the
progress or nonprogress of
Young’s new album. Waiting for
Harvest to appear became like
waiting for Billy Jack to leave
the
Eastbrook. (Absolutely,
positively the last four days!!!)
And then, two weeks ago,
there it was, “Harvest to be on
the stands by Feb. 15!" And
damned if it wasn’t. And when
the Second Coming finally
comes, it’ll be no big deal.
Young beat Him to the punch.
I borrowed five bucks and got
my copy a week ago. I’ve played
it_ around fifty times since then,
ine neighbors must be going
Jeny Garcia
bonkers.
BS2S82
My first impression, after
about three run-throughs, was
Je rry
G a rc ia ,
Billy
that it was no big deal. But after Krcutzmann and Robert Hunter
waiting for it for so long, I was do things on this album which
determined to like the damn reach far beyond the possible
thing; so I kept playing it, over caste people may have put them
and over. Slowly, the truth crept in. The production of this album
into m.y mind. It wasn’t stands out on every cut The
supposed to be a big deal. All engineering is precise and the
these years Neil Young has been base and treble response grabs at
workin° and slaving, plowing the the listener with perfection.
land, riding the horses, planting
The music itself is like
the seeds, and now the harvest is Grateful Dead, but unlike the
in. It’s time to lay back and band
in
that
Garcia
is
relax. A couple of good time
1 -..........-.............. . *
songs, a little steel guitar, a few and responds to this with great
questions to ask yourself.
ability. The tunes do have the
The pain is still there, but I country feeling that Garcia is
think he’s learned to live with it. respected for, and there is not a
He seems to smile at the simple let down from this exceptional
things in life. Well, he doesn’t level on the entire album. The
really smile, but his frown sort steel pedal performance, and
of mellows a bit. He doesn’t vocals by Garcia are exciting,
seem to induce you to slowly but never overly imposing. The
drink yourself into a coma this instrumentation in general is
always at an amazing level.
time.
There must
be specific
"Heart of G old" is a simple
sing along song like only he mention of Late for Supper,
deserves to do, as is "Are You which is the first cut on side
Ready for the C o u n t y ” There two. It begins with a few
he’s still singing a little about minutes of electronic sounds and
maybe dyirf, but now it’s just synthiziser inspired beauty. The
tune keeps interest, and the
kind o f funny.
There is nothing funny about sounds never bore, then. Garcia
"The Needle and the Damage m agically
intwines
some
Done,” done live at UCLA. The beautiful country with feeling
song seems a little obvious next and emotion, and some of the
to "Down by the River,*' but, best a ’pickin* and a ringin’ that’s
what the hell. How can I argue been recorded.
with a song Hut says / hit the
The connection
between
city and tm t m y handII watched electronic sound., and country is
the
needle
lake
another a very new combination. The
man/Gone.
successful attempt on this disc
"Old Mm** it another fine to combine the mediums will no
aong, with a fine line {Doesn V doubt progress the musical
mean that much to me to mean interaction o f this time period.
that much to con.) Again, the
The cover of
A
*
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Liliiput Players Present
Children's Theatre
by Mardi Arnold
On February I 2, the Liliiput These factors seemed to put the
Players presented the first and children at ease and made tnem
only campus presentation of "A
fee! a part of the picscniaiion.
Psychedelic Bag of Beans.’’ The Parents were asked to sit in the
group, who presents children's back,
sepe rated
from
the
theatre, is comprised of Grand children.
Valley students. They will
As the curtain opened and
continue to perform, but only at the house lights went down, the
different elementary schools and players appeared lying on the
upon reservation.
stage. Music played in the
The Liliiput Players, in full background softiy at first then
costume, were present from the slowly rose in volume. The
time the children entered the players slowly awoke and
Fine Arts Building. Some were stretched. Each came alive in his
setting tickets, others were own way with all the stretching
walking about greeting the movements characteristic of that
children
and
others
were process. As soon as the players
ushering the children to their were awake and ready to go,
seats. The children were seated some of them came down off
according to age groups. Grades the stage and proceeded to lead
K-2, ages 5-7, were grouped in ihc 5-7 year oids and the 8-9
one section, grades 3-4, ages 8-9, year okb off to different rooms.
m n tm i m tlu r m
o f Hm children went
from grade S, ages 10 and up, happily, singing along with the
were seated together. The
leaders, others weren’t quite
presence of the actors and the sure, and others openly cried for
specific seating arrangements are
their parents.
quite different from most
The children ~oor. forgot
children’s theatre *'resentstions.
their moms, dads or any of their

inhibitions that might have been
in the way of then reactions
For the children ages $-9, their
were songs, games, stories, and a
play called "The Best of
Clowns." The children weir
called upon to clap, help the
hero, or add the sounds to a
story. The Liliiput Players were
warm, excited and very much
alive. The children detected this
and openly and freely reacted to
them. Laughter and smiles were
prevelent and with the closing
song, several children shook
hands with the players as they
moved in a circle around the
children. Pleasure was openly on
the minds of the children.
With the 10 year olds and up,
the Liliiput Players tried several
things. They worked in pairs
with m inor imagry. One was
looking into the mirror seeing
himself and reacting tc his
image The players were good in
their coordinated movements
but the children didn't seem to
know what was happening.
Another part of the program was
the starting of s scene by one
player and then Mrs. Salazar
adding different players to
participate in the scene. After a
couple of different scenes had
been acted, the children were
asked to send in people as soon
as they knew where the first
player was and what he was
doing. The kids caught on fast
and soon had all four players
acting in the scene. The children
enjoyed this very much and
easily contributed to the scenes.
All of the age groups enjoyed
the performance. The 10 year
olds and up were harder to
please and it took awhile to get
them involved. That age group is
especially hard to get involved
for different reasons and ( think
the players were rewarded with
some good involvement.
I think all the children left
the “Psychedelic Bag o f Beans’’
with an unforgettable experience
to which they could relate. After
•11l thatV
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“ W iii»«r B a s q u e f e s t iv a l”
Louis Armstrong Theatre,
inniii
Fine Arts Center.
Grand Valley State College
Singers, under the direction of Saturday. February 26 3 p.m.. Baroque Trio Recital,
William
Beidler.
present a
featuring guest artists on
“ Winter Baroque Festival” on
harpsichord, flute, viola da
Friday and Saturday, February
gamba. Open to the public
25 and 26. Guest artists and
without
charge.
Louis
soloists, as well as a German
Armstrong
Theatre,
Fine
Band, Madrigals, and the GVSC
Arts Center.
All-Campus Chorale will also
4 - 7 p.m., German Dinner
highlight events of the two-day
with all the famous dishes
celebration.
of that part of Europe,
and
entertainment by
Scheduled are:
GVSC's German Band and
Friday. February 25 Madrigal ringers. Tickets,
7 p.m.. Baroque Slide Show,
S I. 25
each,
will be
highlighting
slides
of
available
at
the
campus
period
art;
costumes,
Bookstore
or
by
mail as
music and dance. Open to
indicated
in
F
it,
Feb
25
all without Charge in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre,
Fine Arts Center.
8 :IS p.m., The Hawks and
Webber Memorial Concert,
featuring an organ recital
and the GVSC Singers in J.
S. Bach's "Mima Brevis, in
A Major." Tickets by
reservation only: Available
at the GVSC Bookstore, or
by mafl. self addressed
stam ped
envelope
enclosed, addressed to:
Winter Baroque Festival.
GVSC.
49401.
Tickets S2
M t. SI
14
free o f chmgc iif
t v m y -v*j
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by t
it
it.
to

c o n c e rt
d e sc rip tio n .
Tickets at the door, S I.75
each. The GermanDinner
will be held at the
A lle n d a le
C h ris tia n
School, M-4S in Allendale.
: 15
p .m .,
C o n c e rt
highlighting
an
organ
recital, the Baroque Trio,
and the GVSC Singers and
AU-Campus Chorale in
“Master Choruses,” by
such immortals as Bach
and Handel, among others.
T ic k e t
p ric e s
and
reservations as described in
F it, Feb. 25 listing. The
concert will be held in the
Louis Armstrong Theatre,
Fine Arts Center.
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Laker Runners Dominate
Invitational Meet
WRESTLERS IMPROVE
SEASON RECORD
MAT
Grand Valley hosted Ferris
State College and Hope College
to a double-dual wrestling » « ! ,
and came out on top in both
matches, beating Ferris 30-11,
and Hope 41-6, while Ferris
dumped Hope 23-21 in the third
leg of the double-dual meet.
For the Lakers in the Ferris
meet. Pat Austin (118) pinned
Roger Steig, and Randy Brinks
(HWT) ptnncd Jim Dom While
Rick Vaughn (I2f>), Larry
Cardinal (134), Jim Scholtcn
0 42). and Frank Post (190)
were picking up wins by

FtHHISMOM
decisions. Grand Valley picked
up four pins and five decisions
In ilm ntl A ijluvil Unn*^ nnly a
pin by Kevin Boerman over
Randy Brinks (HWT) in the last
match saved Hope. For the
Lakers, Rick Vaughn (126)
pinned Jerry Lauver, Gary
Chopp (167) pinned Larry
Balkema, Tern Hooker (177)
pinned Bratt, and Frank Post
(190) pinned Verltey.
The fine performance by
coach Jim Scotts wrestling team
raised their season record to 7-3
in dual meet action.

Grand Vattey State College
hosted its 3rd annual indoor
track invitational, which for the
Ant time had two divisions one
for two-year and the other for
four-year schools.
The
Laken
dominated
division II by winning six of the
13 track and field events.
Leading the way for Grand
Valley was Bob Eubanks, and
Dennis Karris. Eubanks won the
300-yard darii in the record
breaking time of 32.5, and also
tied Larry Thomas record in the
60-yard dash by winning the
event in 6.4.

Harris captured both the high
and low hurdles, with times of
8.1 ir. the 60-yard highs and 7.S
in the 60-yard low hurdles.
The other two Ant place
medals went to Rick Cooley,
with a six-foot, two-inch high
jump; and the 8 Lap relay team
of Dave Black, Rick Brohman,
John Fix, and Eubanks, in a
time of 3:14.2.
Other Laken who Anished
among the top three in their
respective events were: Deane
Todd, second in the high jump;
Dean Breest, second in the mile;
Tom Depoy, third in the 1,000
vard run; John Fix, third in the

60-yard dash; Rick Brohman,
second in the 600-yard dash;
Churck Taylor and Breest for
second and third in the 880 yard
ntn; Fix and Dave Black for
second and third in the 300-yard
dash; and Rick Cooley, second
in the pole vault.
Two other Field House
records were broken, one by
Tom Carr of Aquinas who
bettered the old shot put mark
by more than a foot with a toss
of 48-feet, and 11 Vi inches. Don
Anderson of Hillsdale ran the
two-mile in 9:14.3, nearly six
seconds faster than the old
mark.

GRARPLSRS FIN WAYNE ST A T I
Grand Valley continued its
winning way by defeating Wayne
State University 27*15, in a dual
wrestling meet.
The Lakers raised their record
to 8-3 on the strength of Larry
Cardinal (134) Jim Schalten
(142). and Gary Choop (167),

when all three managed to pin

their opponets. Grand Valley
also picked up three decisions by
Rick Vaughn (124), Tom
Hooker (177), and Frank Post
(190).
Wayne State’s only pin came
in the heavy-weight division
when F.ssa SackUah pinned
G.V.S.C. Randy Brinks.

MATMSN DEVASTATE OLIVET
The Lakers Wrestling team
continued its winning streak,
with a surprising 31-10 victory
over Olivet, a MIAA league team

Wencel in 3:10, Larry Cardinal
(134) pinned Phil Britton in
1:09, arid Randy Brinks (HWT)
pinned Dave Rice in 4:49.

meets before meeting Grand
Valley.
Grand Valley recorded three
pirn on their way to their 9th
victory of the Season. Rick
Vaughn (126) pinned Jim

Laken were: Pat Austin (118),
Jim Schalten (142), Kerry
Karge! (ISO), and Frank Post
(190). Gary Chopp (167) and
Dave Elliott of Olivet were
involved in a 6-6 draw.

that bad vaawmiiMajgNdail

WRESTLERS LOSE CLOSE
Grand Valley’s wrestling team
traveled to F M liy , Ohio, only
to suffer a 17-14 dual meet
defeat which ended the Laken S
meet winning streak.
The Laken started slow and
picked up their first points in
the
134 pound divirion
when Larry Cardinal and Bob
Pritts wrestled to a S-S tie.
At this

•cored three straight decisions to
take the lead. Jim Schdton
(142) took Joe Petrella, 4-0,
Kerry Kaigel (ISO) took Cal
Price 13-1 and Bruce Sutton
(ISB) out pointed John Save!
8-3.
The rest o f the meet belonged
to Findlay except for Frank
Post’s decriion in the 190 pound
Jim W mrnm 15-8.

-y
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Trackmen Destroy Aquinas
For the first time this season
Grand Vattey competed in a dual
indoor track meet, and it proved
very successful as they trounced
rival Aquinas College 67-37.
The Laken who won seven o f
12 events were maei led by Bob

Eubanks. Eubanks tied his
school record o f 6.4 in winning
the 60-yard dash, and beat his
own record o f 32.5 in the
300-yard run with a time of
32.0. He was also p u t o f the
winning Eight-lap Relay teams
o f Harris, Black, Fix, and
Eubanks.
Other winnen for the Laken
Rick Cooley with a high
jump o f 6 feet even, Tom DePay
took the 600-yard run in 1:17.0

another school record, Dean
Breest set a school record of
i . 58.9 in the 880-yard run, and
Dennis Harris took the 60-yard
Low hurdles in 7.3.
One
other school and
fieldhouse record fefi as Tom
Can of Aquinas tossed the
sbotput SO feet 3 and Vi inches.
Next Saturday Grand Valley
will be at the District 23.
Tournament held at Aquinas and
beginning at noon.

Cagers Erratic: Win 4 , Los@2
Feb. 5 Albion
Grand Valley, following a
new familiar pattern, fell behind
in the fin t half against Albion
College and resorted to a full
court press to rescue a 104*95
win over Albion College. The
Laken had played well in the
first half but couldn't find the
basket and had trailed by as
many as 9 points before closing
the gap to 52-49 at intermission.
Fred Roh led Grand Valley
scorers with 24 points followed
by Ben Johnson with 19, Pat
S m ith -17, Bob C onser-16, and
Bob Hurd with 10. Albion had
four scorers in double figures
with Jay Brown hitting 22 to
head the list.
Grand Valley lost the services
of reserve guard Steve Millard
who
suffered
a
shoulder
separ ion in a practice session
prior to the Albion game. The
fine sophomore h»d played wen
for Grand Valley and will be lost
for the season. He will be
missed.
Feb. 7 Lake Superior State
Grand Valley’s Lakers ran
into the Lakers of Lqke Superior
State and the visitors from the
north soundly whipped Dave
Sharphom's quintet 92-70. It
was the fin t, and perhaps only
meeting of the two schools this
season
because
of
the
cancellation o f their January
14th game. Scheduled to play in
Sault Ste. Marie, Grand Valley
made it as far as the Mackinac
Bridge only to run into a severe
snow storm and were advised
not to continue farther.
perhaps this Is
fortunate for Grand Valley.
Lake Superior, following a
slow, patterned offense, and a
tight hustling defense, took
advantage o f 10 turnovers to
Mow the tight game open in the
second half. The first stanza had
been close all the way with the
lead changing hands 12 times
and the score tied on 6 other
occasions, when Lake Superior
grabbed the lead for good on a 3
point play by Pat Groleau with
4:26 remaining. Grand Valley
stayed dose and the score was
37-34 at the half.
The second half was a
different story, however, as
Grand Valley was unaMe to
force Lake Superior out of their
offense. The teams

traded baskets until Fred Roh
dosed the gap to 2 with a 3
point play at the 17:28 mark,
but then Lake Superior blew the
game open scoring 8 straight
points in a 2V4 minute stretch
while holding Grand Valley
scoreless. Grand Valley was
never able to catch up and
another scoring lapse late in the
game saw Lake Superior hit 7
straight points to put the game
out of reach.
Grand Valley was forced into
taking many chances on defense
in an effort to force a faster pace
and this led to many easy
baskets by Lake Superior. The
statistics bear this out as Lake
Superior rebounded from a cold
shooting first half (44.1%) to hit
on 19 o f 27 in the second
half-an
unbeataMe
70.4%.
Grand Valley on the other hand
was bothered by the slow pace
and could only hit on 40.3% of
their shots.
GRAND VALLEYFG FT
TP
3-3
Smith
3
9
3-4
Corner
0
3
2-5 12
Simpson
5
5-6 23
Roh
9
2-3 14
Johnson
6
1-2
1
Hurd
3
04)
Adams
1
2
04)
Martinus
1
2
04)
Noble
1
2
04)
Oosdyke
0
0
TOTALS
27-67 16-23 70
PERCENTAGES 40.3 69.6
TP
LAKE SUPERIOR PG FT
2
1 04)
McCoy
8
4-7
Otin
2
8 1-1 17
Kent
«
2 04)
6 '9 -9
2-5 24
It
•u d l
4 9-12 17
Groleau
34-6124-34 92
TOTALS
PERCENTAGES 55.7 70.6
Feb. 9 Alma
The Lakers got back on the
winning track against Aims, m
team they had defeated earlier
by a 107-95 count, by downing
the Scots 102-98. It was a close
contest all the way as Grand
Valley lost 3 starters in die
second half. Dave Sharphom’s
bench strength, highlighted by
the shooting of Bob Oosdyke
and Mark Adams and the great
rebounding of Bob Hurd (he
pulled down a game high 16)
took up the slack, however,
while Pat Smith was hitting a
season high 20 points to go with

Fred Roll's 37, tops for both
teams.
The difference in the game
was at the free throw line where
Grand Valley was hittii* at a
73% clip on 30 of 41 attempts
while Alma was only able to
counter with 22 of 35 shots for
a 62.8% mark.
The win ran Grand Valley's
record against MIAA teams to a
perfect 6-0 this season having
beaten Alma and Kalamazoo
twice each and Albion and Hope
in single games.
GRAND VALLEY FG FT TP
7
Smith
7
Conser
3 1-2
5
1-2
Simpeon
2
14 9-10 37
Roh
Johnson
3 6-8 12
5
2 1-3
Hurd
0
04)
Noble
9
2 5-6
Adams
7
1-2
3
Oosdyke
i
36-7! 30-41 102
PERCENTAGES 50.7 73.0
TP
FG FT
ALMA
8-10 24
Cwayna
8
3
1
1-1
Autnaugher
3-5 9
3
Parker
Bahle
2-4 24
11
3-8 21
9
Neitring
1
04) 2
Van Wagoner
1
Stuart
0
Bed ore
0
04) 0
4-6 6
Kawiecki
04) 2
Sovran
1
04) 6
Moss
3
6 - 8

2 0

0
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38-103 22-3598
TOTALS
PERCENTAGES 37.0 62.8
Feb. 16 Aquinas
Dave Sharphom ’s Lakers, in
search j o f one^ ef^ th e ^ J o ur
23 poet season tournament
overcame one o f their chief
rivals for the birth in Aquinas
College. Grand Valley had
beaten the Tommies earlier in
the season 93-80 at home, but
they had a tougher time of it in
Af
unfriendly
Aquinas’ Physical Education
court. The Lakers came away
with a hard fought 94-92 win,
but not before trailing 45-43 at
the half and blowing a 13 point
second half lead.
It was a close contest with
Aquinas leading most of the first
half. Grand Valley employed a
pressing defense in the second
half in an effort to upset the
controlled play of Aquinas and
the trick worked as the Lakers
opened up a comfortable lead.

I

The Lakers tried to rest on that
GRAND VALLEYFG FT TP
iead
but
soon
found it
Smith
3
0-1?6
disappearing, however, as Dennis Comer
9
7*7i25
Spaulding and Paul Guepper led
Simpson
4
4-6;12
the Tommies, with some hot
Roh
10
4-9 24
shooting, into the lead with less Johnson
8
4-6 20
than a minute remaining in the
Hurd
3
0-2 6
game. Grand Valley tied the
Adams
0
2-32
score with a basket and then Ben
_____________ 1
1-13
Johnson cooly hit 2 free throws
TALS
38-78 22-33 98
to give the Laken the win.
PERCENTAGES 48.5 66.6
GRAND VAI
Y FG FT TP MERCYHURST FG FT TP
-Smith
4
2-3 10 Fcsrier
04) 4
2
Corner
4
5-5 13 Jones
2-4 14
6
Simpson
II
5-7 27 Carter
0 0 22
II
Roh
9
5-6 23
3-3 21
Albert
8
Johnson
3-6 13 Emick
5
4-4 6
1
Hurd
6
3
0-1
04) 0
Bukowski
0
Oosdyke
OO 0
__ L.-JLL J L Wieczorek
0
TOTALS
37-72 20-28 94
5-6 21
McConnell
8
PERCENTAGES 51.4 71.4
TOTALS
37-10314-77 88
TP PERCENTAGES 35.9 82.4
AQUINAS
FG FT
8 Feb. 19 Ferris
Simons
3 2-2
27
13 1-2
Spaulding
Ferris State College showed
Mathews
4 13-16 21
why
they are considered one of
6
1-3 13
Sovey
the teams nearly m u iv u of a
8
4-6 20
Gnepper
0 post season NAIA District 23
0-3
0
Krynock
playoff spot as they unleashed
Schafer
____ 1__ L i . —i • their
potent
offense
and
TOTALS
destroyed Grand Valley 120-98
PERCENTAGES 44.6 62.8
last Saturday night.
Feb. 18 Mercy hurst
The Lakers had earlier beaten
G ra n d
V alley
played the BuDdogi 104-101 at home in
little-known and lightly-regarded a closely fought contest, but
M e rc y h u rst
C o lleg e
of Ferris sound!y avenged that
Pennsylvania and barely came meeting by displaying a hot
m y with the victory 98-88 in A ootin* offense and a slick
overtime. The Lakers were in defense.
command most of the way
The fact that the Laken were
despite their own sloppy ball playing their third game in four
two
dose
handling and erratic shooting nights-following
which many times kept them contests with Aquinas and
M e rc y h u rs t-p ro b a b ly
had
from building large leads.
A hot streak by Mercyhurst "a considerable effect on the

m

dose in the dosing
GRAND VALLEYFG FT TP
while the Laken wo
2
1-1 5
problems finding the basket, and Smith
Corner
7
19
S-5
a long jum p shot by Carter tied
Simpson
9
6-7
24
the score at the buzzer 80-80.
7
2-5 16
From that po*nt it was a Roh
Johnson
6
3-4
15
completely new Grand Valley
Hurd
4
5-7
13
team as the Laken dominated
A A
V-V
the 5 minute overtime period a o i iu
Martin
us
0
0-1 0
with near perfect play. Led by
NoMe
0
2-2 2
the shooting of Fred Roh and
Waskdis
0
04)
0
the outstanding rebounding of
T
T
7K
T
O
T
S
T
TOTALS
Amell Simpson, the Laken
PERCENTAGES
47%
75%
quickly grabbed the lead and
won going away. Grand Valley FERRIS STATE FG FT
TP
might have been guilty of Munger
OO 0
0
looking ahead to the next night’s Carlisle
4-6 22
9
more important game against a Mangham, J.
3-5 17
7
highly regarded Ferris d u b as Johnson
7-114!
17
Dave
Sharphom
reflected Woodford
04) 26
13
afterward: “You can’t play Caskey
4-5 12
4
tomorrow night's game tonight ” Gamer
Ol 0
0
.Whatever the reason, the Laken Mangham, B.
OO 0
0
lucky to come away with ZlSZ lqn
OO 2
1
win.
51-95
i
w n a
TOTALS
PERCENTAGES S3.7% 64.3%
ay ay

A

HOCKEY TICKETS
The gzme will be played at
L.C. Walker Arena in Muskegon.
Anyone who wants to go but
c a n t find a ride is urged to
contact the Student life office.
Some plan for transportation is
worked out, probably
at no extra coat. Game time is
3.-00 o.m.

I

Public Service Program
Explained by IsHak

Professor Ishak, director o f Public Service Program.

Professor
Samir
IsHak,
professional aspect of this
director of the Public Service
program.”
program at Grand Valley, has
Students electing the PS
been
bestowed
with
an
major are expected to place
increasing number of students
emphasis in one of the following
inquiring about the new CAS
fields of study: a) public
Public Service degree. Rather
adm inistration,
b)
police
than spending half an hour
administration
and criminal
repeating the seine description
justice, or c} Urban atiairs.
to each interested student. Prof.
According to Samir, this is the
IsHak has asked the Lanthom
first time in the state of
for the following interview.
Michigan that £ Public Service
The Public Service major at
degree is offered including these
Grand Valley began one year ago
three emphasis. The closest thing
and leads to a Bachelor of to this is the school at Harvard,
Science degree in Public Service.
where Samir studied public
The program has been structured
administration.
to take into account student
R equirem ents
for
this
interest and needs as well as civic-minded
degree include
market prospects in the area of courses in introduction to public
governmental service on either
service,
state
and
local
the federal, state, or local level.
government,
and
public
“ The program,” cited director
administration. This spring there
IsHak, “ is not intended to be
will be two new courses, one
inner
than professional in d e a l i n g
with
police
nature, although still backed by
administration and the other
liberal arts courses. However the
concerning civil rights and civil
Public Service courses will be disobedience. Next fall the PS
increased
to
enhance
the program
will
offer
eight

CALENDAR of EVENTS
Thursday. Feb. 24
9-10:30
12-1
3-4:30
3-5:30
4:30-6pm
7-11

3-5

S.A. Budget Fee Meeting
249 Lake Michigan Hall
Panel Disc, on Midsummer’s
Night Dream 220 Mac.
Career Counceling
301 Man.
Community Forum
102 Man.
Rodeo and Riding Club
301 Man.
Reader's Theatre “ Battle of the Sexes”
121 F.A.B.

7-10

Speaker. Roger Law for Pre-Law S;
227 Lake Superior Hall
First Aid Class
301 Man.
Thursday, March 2

9-10:30
12-1
«:SO-a
7:30-11

S.A. Budget Fee Meeting
249 Lake Michigan Hall
Discussion of “Othello”
22G Mac.
225 Commons
Travelogue Film
132 Lake Huron Hall

Friday, Feb, 25
Friday, March 3
12:30-2:30
3-5
3-5
6:30-11
8p.m.

Share Program
3U1 Man.
All College Judiciary'
249 Lke Michigan Hall
Community Councel Meeting
224 Commons
Baroque Festival
118 F.A.B.
C.C.A. Film “The Big Bounce”
132 Lake Huron Hall
Saturday, Feb. 26

7-11

*

SlnVAAlin
aatwal
^ »»— ^ C
■v
cf%
i**ta
118 F.A.B.

12-1
8-11
9-2

Sunday, March 5
10:30-11:45
6:30-8:30
8-11

Sunday, Feb. 27
I0:00-noon
10:30-11:4$
6:30-8:30
8-10

Campus Ministry
274 Lake Michigan Hall
Worship Service
G.T. Room
Folk Mam
G.R. Room
C.C.A. Film “The Big Bounce”
Monday. Feb. 28

First Friday Mass
249 Lake Michigan Hall
C.C.A. Film ”The Arrangement”
Dance by K-Skull
G.T. Room

Worship Service
G.T. Room
Folk Mass
G.T. Room
C.C.A. Film “The Arrangement”
132 Lake Huron Hall
Monday, March 6

12-1
3-5:00

Geneva Forum
121 Lake Huron Hall
Women's Lib. Speaker
118 F.A.B.
Tuesday, March 7

12-1
12-1:30
I IS -3
7*0-11
7:15-8:30

12-1:30

34
h M

9 -M

7JM I

Mini Seminar
142 Lake Huron H al

additional courses covering such
subject
material
as
court
administration and procedure,
police community relations, and
collective bargaining in public
employment. Subsidiary courses
offered by other disciplinary can
likewise be uaed in conjunction
with this major. Examples of
these offerings consist of:
juvenile delinquency, deviant
individual, social problem, urban
economic, urban history, etc.
An additional requisite for
the P.S. degree is the highly
successful internship, this is
where students are placed in a
non-profit agency related to
their interest (ie. aid to a city
manager, rehabilitation facility
assistant or city-county court
aid). The internship requires
attending a seminar for which a
student esms 5 credits. Over the
past year and a half. Grand
Valley students were placed as
interns in the cities of Grand
Rapids, Wyoming, East Grand
Rapids, Holland and Norton
a

a a iu

■

iit v s i

lliv y

were paid. Thus far internship
students have been involved in a
variety of practical experiences.
Brian Chase prepared a study to
i mp r o v e
the
educational
1 background of public employees
in Holland. Janice Brown was
involved in a codification of city
ordinances, in which she put
together in aan orderly form all
the regulations and laws in
Norton Shores since 1925. Mike
Gruzen worked out of the office
of Grand Rapids city manager.
His job was to receiving citizen
Roger Van Dyke worked as an
city manager of East Grand
Rapids and prepared a complete
study on the tax base in that
city. Robert Guch during the
present Winter term has been
working with the juvenile court
in Grand Rapids.
The P.S. major has expanded
over the last few months. As of
now there are 93 majors. (25 of
which are Ms.) This increase in
student interest has led to two
additional faculty positions tor
next year. There is every
indication to believe that soon
Grand Valley will have a School
of Public Service.
Two students have graduated
from Grand Valley with a P.S.
major and are presently doing
graduate work.
Under
law
enforcement
administration, the college has
funds for grants to some o f the
students majoring in the area of
police
administration
and
justice. If you .would
information, contact
Ken Piidstaa at Financial Aids.

